How can we make sure that the software we build does what it is supposed to do? This book provides an insight into established techniques that help developers overcome the complexity of software development by constructing models of software systems in early design stages. It uses one of the leading formal methods, the Vienna Development Method (VDM), and combines training in the formalism with industry-strength tool support and examples derived from real industrial applications. The principles taught here also apply to many of the current generation of formal methods.

This second edition has been updated to include advanced online tool support for formal modelling as well as up-to-date reports on real commercial applications in areas as diverse as business information systems and firmware design.
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Foreword

Software engineers produce many descriptions: those of the environment or domain in which a desired computing system software is to exist; descriptions of the requirements put on the software; and descriptions of the software design that implements the requirements. Thus the descriptions span the spectrum from application domain, via requirements and software architecture, program organisation and lower level designs, to executable code. While its concerns may be general, software engineering is unique among engineering disciplines in that its primary products are descriptions that must eventually satisfy the laws of mathematical logic and metamathematics.

Other engineering disciplines have to handle a quantum leap into physical reality – the stuff of natural science. In software engineering there is a different quantum leap: that from description to execution. Software engineering is thus about structuring and relating descriptions.

Abstraction and modelling taken together are the keys to mastering the complexity of environments and systems. Formal specification is employed to express abstractions and to ensure affinity to real domains. Such specifications open up ways to establish the proper relation between domain and requirements models as well as potentially verifying the links between software architecture, requirements models and the stages of design. This increases the chance of achieving a proper fit to the environment, to user expectations and of the correctness of implementation.

VDM was first conceived at the IBM Vienna Laboratory during the summer of 1973. The quarter of a century which separates that date from the publication of this book has shown that VDM is characterised by having remarkably robust, yet simple and elegant, means of abstraction and modelling. Careful attention was paid during the 1980s to ensuring a consistent and comprehensive final version of the VDM Specification Language (VDM-SL). This was supported by a method for specification refinement (reification) including a Logic for Partial Functions Proof
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System. VDM is today as powerful a tool and technique for software development as any available.

Software development is pursued in a world where the engineer is not always allowed to pursue the ideas of formal development as epitomised by VDM-SL. But anyone who is aware of the fundamental idea of building abstract models can benefit from its immense power to aid understanding and communication.

In this delightful book former students of ours bring you realistic and effective techniques for abstraction and modelling. The practical, tool-based, approach is one which should give their readers and students (present and future software engineers) the ability to employ these techniques in their everyday work.

Dines Bjørner
Cliff Jones
Hiroshima, November 1997
Preface

For developers of computer-based systems, capturing and understanding the complex functional requirements and behaviour of software components has come to represent a considerable challenge. This book aims to equip readers with skills and techniques which will help them to address this challenge. It does so by stressing the value of abstract system models which can be analysed and tested before an expensive commitment is made to a particular design strategy. The book enables the reader to understand the role and nature of abstract models as well as gain practical experience in their creation.

In order to permit machine-supported analysis, system models must be formulated in a well-defined notation. In this text, we use a formally defined language called VDM-SL (the Vienna Development Method Specification Language). The Vienna Development Method is a collection of techniques for developing computing systems from models expressed in the language. Since its origin in an industrial environment, VDM has become one of the most widely used of a class of techniques known as model-oriented formal methods. The language VDM-SL was recently standardised by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO). Although VDM-SL is used as a teaching medium in this text, the principles taught apply equally well to other model-based formal methods such as B, RAISE and Z.

In this book we take a pragmatic approach to the use of formal methods. We aim to illustrate the concepts and techniques used in VDM without overwhelming the reader with mathematics. Unlike most teaching texts on formal methods, this book does not treat formal refinement or formal proof. Instead it focuses on the construction of abstract and formal models for a range of computer systems. Mastering the construction and validation of abstract models is in our view a prerequisite for entering the world of verification.

This book is unusual in two other respects. First, the majority of the examples presented are inspired by models developed in industrial projects over recent years.
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We believe that examples grounded in industrial practice provide motivating illustrations of the fact that this technology can be used for development of real systems and not simply for stacks and vending machines. Second, the skills to develop abstract models can only be acquired through practice. Throughout the text, the use of an industrial tool is encouraged, in order to develop the reader’s intuitive grasp of the reality of modelling.

Robust and appropriate tool support is essential for industrial application of modelling technology, so hands-on experience is stressed throughout this book. Readers will gain the most benefit if they use the freely available VDMTools tool set1 introduced in Chapter 3. It is possible to carry out the exercises without tool support, but this will not give the reader an appreciation of what can be expected from such tools.

The web site accompanying this book (http://www.vdmbook.com) provides all the example models presented in the book, additional models used for exercises and links to the full VDM-SL language manuals. This book uses the (ASCII) interchange syntax of VDM-SL rather than the mathematical syntax which is used in most some of the older texts. It is our experience that this notation presents less of a barrier to the novice who does not have experience in mathematical logic.

The subset of VDM-SL used in this book includes facilities for state-based specification. However, readers already familiar with VDM will notice that the tutorial content is biased towards a functional modelling style. The functional style provides an environment in which type constructors and operators can be covered without the distraction of operation syntax, side-effects and access restrictions to external variables. Once the elements of data and functional modelling have been covered, the ‘state and operations’ paradigm is introduced. The text omits a discussion of explicit operations, because it is our experience that those who learn abstraction skills within the language subset we have chosen can learn to use explicit operations very easily, on the basis of experience from programming languages.

Using this book

This text is aimed at software engineers who wish to investigate how the use of models can improve the software development process, and at university students studying software engineering or computing science. The material in
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The book has been used successfully on industrial training courses, undergraduate and postgraduate level [Larsen&08]. The text is designed with independent study in mind, and the support materials and discussion lists accessible via http://www.vdmbook.com provide further support for readers not studying this material as part of a university course.

No formal mathematical background is assumed, but the authors find that students gain most benefit when they have some familiarity with programming and with the realities of software development. In the university context, students’ experience of constructing a large piece of software in a group project, sometimes suffering serious setbacks during integration, has been found to provide a valuable motivating lesson.

The objective of this book is to bring readers to a point where they are able to read, write and analyse formal models of computing systems using VDM-SL and have an understanding of the kind of problems to which these techniques can be applied cost-effectively.

The book is divided into four parts. Chapters 1 to 3 form the introductory material. The first two chapters motivate and introduce the notion of modelling using a formal language and indicate a systematic approach for using this kind of technology. On reaching the end of Chapter 2, the reader will have seen most of the elements of VDM-SL covered in the book. Chapter 3 introduces VDMTools Lite, the tool support provided for the tutorial material. Chapters 4 to 8 form the core of the book, covering the use of logic, basic data types, type constructors and functions in constructing models. Each of these chapters contains a description of the requirements for an application for which a model is developed, introducing each modelling construct in VDM-SL as it is needed. Chapters 10 to 12 are concerned with the use of models in practice, in particular validation techniques, the representation of persistent state and dealing with large-scale system models. The final part of the book examines the introduction and use of formal modelling in the commercial context. Chapter 13 discusses the introduction of modelling technology in the industrial environment. The appendices include a language guide for the subset of VDM-SL used in the text and supported by VDMTools along with solutions to exercises.

Readers using the book as an introduction to formal modelling can follow the text in the order in which it is presented. Practising software engineers may prefer to read Chapter 13 after Chapter 1 for a consideration of the costs and benefits of applying the techniques covered in depth in the remainder of the book.

Although the book is intended to embody a single course in formal modelling, Chapters 1 to 9 would be suitable for a course covering modelling only. The material in Chapter 9 on recursive structures is slightly more demanding than the preceding chapters. Chapters 10 to 13 could be used in a second and more
advanced course including a significant assignment in which students can explore the construction and analysis of a model.

Exercises are included in the flow of the text and should be attempted as they are encountered. More substantial exercises are normally included at the end of each of the central chapters. Those exercises marked with a star (⋆) are more demanding than the average. It is our experience presenting this material that instructors are asked for large numbers of small exercises which increase familiarity with the language. Often, lecturers also require more demanding exercises for the most enthusiastic and capable students. Teaching material including samples of lecture notes, slides and exercises of both these kinds will become available from the World Wide Web Page at http://www.vdmportal.org/.

The production of a formal model is much less straightforward than a textbook might lead one to suppose. By presenting particular models as solutions to problems, we do not intend to imply that they are the only, or even the best, solutions. In addition, the developer of a model runs into many “dead ends” before reaching a good solution. We are unable to present this process in all its detail in this volume, but we do record some aspects of our practical experience which we feel would be most helpful. This is done in distinguished boxes of text such as this.

Developments since the first edition

When we published the first edition of this book ten years ago, our aim was to lower the barrier to using formal modelling techniques that were still seen as forbidding, specialised and expensive. By emphasising tool support, and by using examples derived from industry applications, we hoped to encourage readers to apply abstraction and modelling principles in a wide range of applications. Although the underlying aim remains unchanged, this second edition takes account of the significant developments in formal modelling, tool support, industry application and experience gained in teaching and training in formal methods in the last decade.

Tool support for the first edition took the form of a limited-capability version of the VDM Toolbox, then being developed by IFAD A/S in Denmark. The Toolbox technology was subsequently acquired and extended by CSK Systems in Japan, following their successful application of VDM to a major financial back-office system (TradeOne, described in Chapter 13). The tool that accompanies this second edition takes advantage of CSK’s developments. VDMTools Lite now supports the full VDM-SL language instead of just the subset covered in the book. Restrictions
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The full functionality of the tool set is now available, with the exception of the application programmer interface, the dynamic linking facility and the C++ code generator.

Since the first edition was published, both of us have worked in the software industry, in areas as diverse as business development and design of binary translation technology. The experience has reinforced our view that formal modelling technology must work with existing development tools and processes, rather than supplant them, if its benefits are to be realised. We have also become more aware of the trade-off between the effort expended in analysing models and the insights gained by doing so. As a result, we have added material on recent industrial applications of VDM (Chapter 13) and updated the industry-based examples throughout the book. Our experience teaching formal modelling to practitioner engineers and to university students has emphasised the importance of abstraction as a core skill in modelling. We reinforce this point with abstraction lessons in each of the core chapters.

This book concentrates on the core VDM-SL notation and the fundamentals of abstraction and rigorous reasoning about system models. Over the last ten years, the capabilities of the VDM formalism itself have been extended to encompass development of concurrent and object-oriented systems, and real-time and distributed systems. We have added pointers into these more specialised and advanced applications in the expanded Chapter 13.
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